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O. P. Schedules Three Intersectional Grid Games
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To The Sun

*jld to tell his worst bone-head
''••I ^ lh'sOur high school electric-shop prof
klents, "I'll bet you were so bright
en you were young that your
no A Kit S
thcr had to hide you under a
U > (v
rnD
shel basket. No wonder she
c
^ o„fet(
min_ —tl led you 'son.' "
I r "
* Icre now! that isn't the way we
ib„ rnp' 9| nted this first column of the new
°nches j. ir, 1939, to begin. We were look.
' ^3lp|j for something grand, like "I
c' ^Ce.od upon the mountain top and
"• Colutched the bright orb of the
and Jauii-ning
sun rise in matchless
Pfesitiendor out of the still depths of
C rcPr?S(ti! silent Pacific.
Standing there
1 -'39 {•-, revery,
I saw the# shadows
'"''ball gch^ gthen inch by inch with the
0 board;
jroaching morn."
1
Califotj )r perhaps this would do. "O
pu great giver of all light, we ac"b N'evj^ inr thee mankind's greatest
>n. Shine down upon us, we
Uth—t'aui^eech thee, as often as thou
>1 < ««He
°f I'a< if nst these next few months."
l th—CajTL-anslation: Please look with
' S'.ate,
for upon thy lowly Bengal track1 '"'r 1.1 rd Chiftr1 and Slve them a break. They

pacifi
ELKLY
To Meet
FROLIC TONIGHT !Notre Dame In '41

Naranjado Ticket
Sales Started;

Get Yours Pronto

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, January 6, 1939

N. S. F. A.Attacks
Student Problems

Griffiths Brings Back Report of Indiana
Conference; Vital Stand On Peace

GORDON-MEN AND
HOUSES COMBINE
FOR ANNUAL EVENT
"Rhapsody In Blue" Features Concert By Band;
Trombone Solo, Seven Skits On Program

No. 14

Stagg Schedules Hawaii U. At Honolulu This Fall;
1939 Slate Pacific's Most Ambitious On Record
By ALEX DONSKER

n

Y" Conclave
Attended By
Pacificites

In 1938 it was C. O. P. vs. U. of Chicago. In 1941 it
will be C. O. P. vs. Notre Dame.
Thus came the startling announcement that sent
the Bengal campus into a dizzy whirl early this week
when it was announced that Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg,
Pacific's Grand Old Man of football, had landed a game

• with the famous Fighting Irish
of Notre Dame, the game to be
Meeting at Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana,
played in South Bend, Indiana.
from December 27 to 31 were over 200 delegates from
Sept. 27, 1941.
46 states, including Trevor Griffiths of Pacific, gathered
The announcement of this con
to discuss student problems at the 14th Annual Con
test climaxed a flurry of hectic
gress of the National Student Federation of America.
scheduling by Coach Stagg that
With a delegation of twentybegan several weeks ago when
Griffiths, returning to the campus early this week,
dications point to another large three members including the co, Debate activity is quieter these he slated the University of Ari
praised the convention highly.
•
crowd this evening when the pro chairman of fhe Asilomar Confer days preceding examinations, zona for the '39 grid season. Fol
Pacific has made a wise move
gram of good musio and student ence, Irwin parley, Pacific's Stu though debaters can hardly ever be lowing on the heels of the Ari
in joining the N. S. F. A.," he
dent Christiah Association attend called silent.
zona game came the surprising
hilarity begins.
stated. "The four days at Purdue
ed the annual conclave of the
Only the occasional progress of news of the Pacific-U. of Hawaii
brought out more new angles on
RHAPSODY IN BLUE"
college Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.'s the intrasquad tournament or the game to be played in Honolulu
student problems than I knew
Under the direction of Robert at Asilomar, California, during outine examination of "Modern on Dec. 16 of this year.
existed. I feel sure that there
the week between Christmas and Education" disturb forensic head
were many ideas presented that
B. (Pop) Gordon, the full sym
SEASON OPENER
New
Year's Day. ,
quarters in 306 or in the Library
will prove practicable at Pacific."
The game with the Irish in
phonic band will feature the first
The entire conference represen seminar room. Next Wednesday 41 will be the first on the sched
While at Purdue, Griffiths at
part of the entertainment with tation of approximately 45 colleges evening at 8:00 the next round of
ules of both Notre Dame and
tended the round table discus
four selections, outstanding num from California and Nevada and the intrasquad tournament will he
Pacific and will inaugurate Coach
sion on Finance, always a press
ber of which will be the famous numbering some 550 delegates held. Tuesday at 7:00 is the time
Stagg's fifty-second year as A grid
ing student body problem. He
Rhapsody in Blue," by the late was housed and fed within the set for extempore practice.
coach. He will be 79 years of age
found that almost every college
George Gershwin. Mr. Gordon Asilomar grounds.
Preparations at these weekly at the time the game is to be
epresented at the convention had
promises unusual harp effects in
Asilomar is located inside the squad meetings will become more played.
a compulsory student body fee.
Pre-registration of Junior Col
the Gershwin selection.
city limits of Pacific Grove on intense as the dates for the junior
Coach Stagg was in Colorado
•II College of Pacific.
Id it!)
MANY TOPICS
Also on the program by the Monterey Bay among a grove college and Linfieid Tournaments Springs attending the annual
lege students began Monday, Jan
L w
of
pine
and
cypress
within
walk
hand are 'Overture to Fingal's
Other round table discussions uary 3, with the issuing of regis
draw closer. February 9, 10 and meeting of the national football
Cave," by Mendelssohn and Mous- ing access of unlimited seashore 11 will see junior colleges from all rules committee, of which he is
jshman has long been the butt centered around such representa
tration
books
and
the
making
of
a
sorgsky's "Pictures at an Expo and sanddunes. The vicinity is
-j crude upperclass humor. To 11- tive problems as Orientation, Cur
over the state gathered at the Col a life member, when the startling
sition." This number will be ap the site of the annual field trip lege of the Pacific for the annual news first was made public. The
w
_
(trate the class crudity to which riculum, Honor System, Student- appointments to see counselors.
propriate, for this is the centen of the Zoology Department.
For the convenience of students,
P ;> pl.ch "humor" often stoops, we Faculty Relations, Student Body
Pacific Invitational Junior College contest was probably formulated
ary of Moussorgsky's birth.
DANCE HIGHLIGHT
I «MIL only clte some of the more Elections, Role of the Student in the Registrar's Office has made
Tournament. This year's contest and settled when Stagg was in
Outstanding
among
Pacific's will permit participation by those Chicago along with Elmer Layde.n,
r
*
J less pointed cracks in our early the College Community, Co-educa arrangements for the paying of
TROMBONE
SOLO
tional School Problems and sev fees and the completion of regis
contributions to the conference
famous Irish mentor, attending
DELINES ventures.
In the traditional solo role with was the New Year's Eve Dance upper division students of four-year the national convention of football
eral others revolving around the tration on each of the first three
institutions
who
have
had
no
previ
'
'
But as long as there are Freshthe band, Lawrence Littleton, Pa sponsored by the Pacific delega
theme, "Student Leadership in Fridays during January, at room
coaches last week.
ous college forensic experience.
n and as long as there are upcific *35, will play the familiar tion, under the chairmanship of
Community Life."
104
and
106.
"This
will
level
out
ROBERT
D.
"POP"
GORDON
Although the elevens represent
classmen, which means as long
Dr.
Roy
C.
McCall,
Professor
Ed
As a group, the large body of the registration process and save leads the combined Senior and "My Heart At Thy Sweet Voice," Grant Colliver. Themed by "Fer
ing the South Bend institution are
there are colleges, the young
ward
S.
Betz,
and
Professor
E.
R.
delegates accomplished one impor students from waiting in line dur Junior College Band tonight in by Saint-Saenes. This will be the dinand the Bull" who attended
was featm peful of dink or hair-ribbon
Nichols would like to talk to any of the highest caliber, the game
guest of honor, and pro
tant thing—the drafting of a reso ing the closing days of registra the 11th annual renewal of .the fourth and concluding selection
Junior
College student who would should not prove too tough an
irty of Wrist continue to serve humorists
lution on Peace. The NSFA ac tion," states Louis E. Windmiller, Band Frolic which he inaugurated of the concert, which will give grammed by a variety floor-show,
oning fro: bent back and snow-white
like
to
enter either extemporane assglnment for Pacific's future
the band one of its few chances presented under flowering cork
cepted nine principles as a mini registrar of the Junior College.
grid greats. The kind of compe
in
1927.
trd.
(We know that doesn't mum basis of agreement on peace
this year to play as an artistic trees, the dance was adjudged one ous speaking or oratory in Febru tition thp. Tigers will meet has
Attention is called to the fact
ary.
Senior
College
students
who
ch wert ite fit, but it's mild hyperbole policies among American students.
unit away from the football grid of the best of recent years.
been faced by past C. O. P.
that there is a limited enrollment
(' ii rlstmsi fc spared to some of our efforts.)
iron or basketball court.
Pacific personalities occupying fulfill the condition stated above squads in games against the
THE
NINE
POINTS
allowed
in
many
classes,
and
that
, c : )r.e of the small mining towns
Tonight's concert will give the positions of prominence in the are also eligible.
Golden Bears of California and
o
These included backing up the completion of registration at the
on the J California's '49er era was the
Gordon organization a formal con t u d e n t government included
the mighty Trojans of U. S. C.
\ me of this story, which was told Good Neighbor Policy, the Declar first opportunity is the best way
cert opportunity to justify the Erwin Farley who, as co-chair
FINE RECORD
mpanled
strict confidence only upon ation of Lima, favoring reciprocal to insure admission to such classes.
praise of the San Francisco Chron man of the conference, was in
Coach Elmer Layden, one of
;r promise never to breathe it trade treaties, non-partisan relief
The routine of registration is as
icle which stated recently that strumental in the planning which
Knute Rockne's famous pupils
to
victims
of
aggression,
coopera
, . Sl>nt yJa soul.
follows:
the local college band has the began in March 1938; Grant Col
and a member of the famous
v )n! ,..l salesman was passing through tion in the Western Hemisphere
finest musicianship of any simi liver, student leader of the Pa
1. Procure your Registration
Four Horsemen, has just com
s rushing metropolis one fine between democracies, cooperation Book at the Registrar's Office,
Turning to farce for its third lar group on the Pacific Coast. cific delegation, who at the close
pleted one of his most successful
with
the
U.
S.
Peace
Committee
j y and had several hours to
of the conference was elected as
Room 106.
seasons in several years. His
production
of
the
year,
Pacific
SEVEN SKITS
, ] fisrtbelfle away- Seeing one of the and other service funds, endorse
of the Pacific Southwest Y.M.C.A.
eleven swept through the tough
2. Report to your counselor, who Little Theatre on February 19,
;
.Jives, he inquired, "Any pic ment of the Inter-American Stu
The
second
half
of
the
bill
will
Field Council. Mary Galton and
will assist you in making out your 20 and 21 will present the cock
I pfttN
Pacific's International Affairs est of competition the east had
dent
Conference,
adequate
nation
show in town, my friend?"
be given over to stunts or acts Caroline Grubbs served on the
program, etc. Room number on
Club will put certain salient parts to offer and came out untied and
Lot*
ope; nary a one, stranger,' al defense, and support of substi
eyed comedy "George and Mar staged by the four sororities and Chapel Committee and Bob Bovey,
of the foreign policy of the United undefeated against such teams as
appointment
card.
Smith,
tution
of
refugee
students
for
Nazi
s the answer.
three fraternities.
Band Frolic Bob Morris, and Genevieve Carl
States under the microscope at Georgia Tech, Illinois, Carnegie
3. Procure signatures on card garet."
rn<"
exchange
students.
-JiWhat form of amusement have
The cast includes Gail Scheere, skits of the past serve to indi son were elected to Committee X. their meeting next Tuesday, Jan Tech, Army, Minnesota, Navy
vV,k
The above principles were un No. 5 of the instructors of courses
l here?" asked the salesman,
cate that anything can happen to HIGH PURPOSE
uary 10, at 3:20 p. m. in the and Northwestern, only to go
in
which
you
are
enrolling.
See
Max Gobel, Margaret George,
f the P*1 'kyell, come on down to the reservedly endorsed by the dele
Designed to make available to S. C. A. rooms.
night and probably will. Competi
down to defeat at the hands
notices
on
bulletin
boards
for
sub
Richard
Briggs,
Elton
Cencirulo,
,?Jg store.
tion is keen for the ten dollar the Student Christian Movement,
Thar's a. freshman gates.
of U. S. C. In their last game
Headlining
the
afternoon's
pro
jects
and
rooms.
Three policies which had a ma
and others. The outstanding part bill which is awarded to the or outstanding Christian leadership, gram will be Dr. G. A. Werner, of the season.
'
from the university."
4.
Have
your
photograph
taken
jority backing, but lacked unani
of the father has not yet been ganization which puts on the Asilomar draws together as lead club sponsor, in a discussion of
The Irish were rated by leading
mous endorsement were: support ih Room 106, Weber Hall. Only new
ers of round table discussions the
cleverest and most original act.
"Uncle Sam's Defeat at Lima, sports experts throughout the
erican?? Sure you do! At any of the president's rearmament bill students enrolling for the first definitely cast, but it will be
Skits to be presented tonight greatest Christian personalities on
German
newspapers
were country as one of the outstanding
taken by either Lucian Scott or and the houses giving them: Al the Pacific coast. These leaders as
' U te,
few cultured Englishmen for national defense; urging Con time.
teams in the nation during the
pleased
to
term
it.
5. Fill out completely the Dean's Arthur Farey.
I") C Kiu'd claim our ordinary college gress to halt shipments of arms
pha Theta Tau—"Ferdinand The represent the purpose of Asil
Seconding his scrutiny of the '38 grid campaign.
[ U U b ' >o as his beloved mother and granting loans to Japan; en Card, Number 8, and file at Room
The story evolves about the Bull;" Alpha Kappa Phi—"You omar which is to provide the re new Pan-Americanism will be two HAPPY DAZE
dorsement of President Roose 109 from Jan. 4 to Jan. 21 and
Pacific
athletic
department,
antics of a feather-brained family, Can't Take It;" Epsilon Lambda sources for intelligent understand students examining other portions
.. ijes, we understand the pleasant velt's action In condemning ag Room 111 on Jan. 30 only.
Sigma—"Theme Girls;" Mu Zeta ing of the Christian way of living of U. S. foreign relations. Opening students and faculty alike were
headed
by
a
Billie
Burke
type
of
s
6.
Pay
fees
at
Room
104.
(This
gressor
nations,
racial,
political
Be u' s of American slang on which
Rho—"Treasure Haunt;" Omega and application of its principles the program will be Gregg Phifer, first stunned, then just slightly
includes towel fee, $1.00; Oriental mother who says nothing by say Phi Alpha (last year's winner)
s distinctiono is usually based and religious tyranny.
to personal, national, and inter club president, in a discussion of amazed and finally came out of
tion fee, $1.25; Photograph fee, ing everything, and a supposedly "Life of Stagg;" Rho Lambda Phi national problems of living.
_ C r (ufre familiar (not personally, you LEADING SPEAKERS
'U. S.-German Diplomatic Crisis.' the coma long enough to join in
absent-minded
and
weak-willed —"Rhizite Reverberations;" Tau
Recreation, during a designated
I 1^)0 J*" lerstand, but through hearsay
Prominent speakers who ad 50 cents; Laboratory fees, etc.)
Kenneth Farr, a history and the celebration of what is proba
1
7. Pay Student Body member father who does have a say by Kappa Kappa—"College of the period each afternoon, included
wI
-c h the qUaint American collegi- dressed the conclave included Dr.
political science major and club bly the greatest athletic contest
the use of the ping-pong, fire vice-president, will examine the ever to be staged with the Col
(2m|j I - customs of "polishing the ap- Frank Graham of the University ship ($10.00) and Infirmary fee saying nothing. Three modern Pathetic at Chicago."
place, badminton, basketball, ten field of "U. S. Loans to China" lege of Pacific playing a leading
" and "pitching woo."
of North Carolina, Aubrey Wil ($5.00) (Optional) at Cashier's children complete the family, and
compose a trio of argumentative, COME EARLY!
nis, volleyball facilities of the in an effort to find what possible role in the production.
• ;iut there's another part of liams of the N. Y. A., and Dr. Windows 3, 4, or 5.
v
Doors will open at 7:30 p. m Lodge. These sports, augumented benefit may be derived by Amer
merican" more distinctive be- Homer P. Rainey of the Amer ' 8. If you have paid infirmary dynamic, and slightly unprincipled
Assistant Coach Ralph Francis
fee, card No. 7 must be signed at youngsters.
and the dividing curtains in the by organized participation in folk ican business interests and also declared: "It was that Chicago
ise of its more ancient origin, ican Youth Commission.
Lovable
characters,
intricate auditorium will be removed in or dancing, woodworking, and all the effect such loans may have game that did it. That game
C|(a.t part is the host of American
In addition to the well-filled the Jnfirmary Jan. 3 to 20.
9. Finish your registration in situations, and funny gag lines der to assure sufficient number of types of craft, provided a creative upon Japanese relations with the was the turning point in the his
rds going the rounds in colonial daily
programs
of
discussion
Room 106, submitting your booklet make a cockeyed comedy, and seats. General admission for ev outlet for those not interested in U. S.
tory of athletics for the school.
lerica which could claim no (or groups, addresses and forums,
They're still talking about that
y remote) ancestry across the diversified recreational and social for verification and receiving Certi "George and Margaret" has plenty eryone will be twenty-five cents, marine life on the seashore.
of all three.
Outstanding among events was
for Pacific what Coach Stagg has
program was provided for the ficate of Registration.
ter.
,
the World Christian Association
game. There isn't another coach
tanists follow American colon! visitors. Three dances were held
banquet dedicated to the theme
in the world who could have done
;erms whenever they descend to in the four-day period.
of world fellowship. Each table
it. Only a man of his great
^ popular level by using the com. WEST REPRESENTED
represented a country and was
ness could have gotten us a game
•
a terms, "poke-weed," or "eggAt
a
meeting
of
the
Publica
Western schools represented at
decorated by the students
with Notre Dame. He deserves all
>
.N"ut," or "eel-grass." Zoologists the Congress included Washing
tions Committee Thursday, Bill
signed to that table in a style
the credit in the world."
•
>1 t ' ! forced to use the Indian names ton, College of Pacific, Stanford,
Becker
was
unanimously
re
appropriate to the country and
Class ordinarily meets:
Has Examinations
Many calls have come in to 1939 SKED GOOD
(•(•l!*>^i many an animal, opossom atid California, U. S. C., Fresno State,
elected editor of the PACIFIC the theme. First prize was award
Daily, M. W., W. F.
The scheduling of the Hawaii
the Dean of Women's Office re
" > pmunk being only two of many Oregon State, Arizona and Mills M. W. F. 8:00
Monday
8:00-10:00 WEEKLY for the coming semes ed to New Zealand decorated as
questing the girls who could serve game practically completed the
- ' sible examples.
ter.
M.
W.
F.
8:55
Tuesday
10:00-12:00
College.
heaven with the slogan "God' luncheons and dinners. In order Bengal pigskin sked for '39, which
did you know that "up-toWednesday 10:00-12:00
John Darnell of Fresno State M. W. F. 9:50
Own Country."
that students may take advantage
Thursday
10:00-12:00
-i'e" Bengal Tigers pay tribute was elected vice-president of the M. W. F. 10:45
Continued on Page 4
Delegates from Pacific were of these opportunities for em
10:00-12:00
.,........Friday
,40 I colonial originators of our N. S. F. A. for 1939 at the con M. W. F. ll:44.,..,,,,,.,,,t,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Jacoby,
Dr
ployment, Miss Wiens has con
12:00- 2:00
M. W* F. 12:35
Friday
erican language whenever they vention.
Russell Bodley, Harmon Ginn, sented to have special meetings
8:00-10:00
M. W. F. 1:30
.Thursday
?, "Bengal Sons Are On the
o
Galen
Harvey,
Irwin
Farley,
Lila
8:00-10:00
with students in order to train
M. W. F. 2:25
Tuesday
r-path Now"?
Faye Dugan, Grant Colliver, Bob them properly for this service.
8:00-10:00
M. W. F. 3:20
....Friday
Bovey, Buford Bush, Mary Galton, Any students interested should
Monday
2:00- 4:00
>ii T H E
T. Th.
This year's Naranjado is being Betty Rae Stone, Irvin Grubbs,
2:00- 4:00
8:55
Tuesday
apply to Mrs. Jones in the Dean
T. Th.
>ur
very
good
friends
and
faith./•koC
2:00- 4:00 sold by ticket sales which got Genevieve Carlson, Toshio Kanada, of Women's Office.
9:50....
.Wednesday
fint
T. Th.
jcomrades, the Pacific WEKLY
Fred F. Bob Morris, James Catterall, Fred
10:00-12:00 under way yesterday.
11:40
Monday
T. Th.
o
- . 'brters, we have concocted a deOne of Anatole France's most
12:00- 200 Boyes, business manager, states Garrison,
12:35
Monday
Aileen
Durst,
Kay
T.
Th.
At
an
important
dinner
meeting
i'ltful bit of humor. We are pri2:004:00
uproarious plays, "La Comedie
1:30
Thursday
that
the
regular
price
of
the
Takei and Pacific graduates, Lim
T. Th.
held
during
Christmas
vacation
ely convinced that the afore2:00- 4:00 book, $4.00, will be unchanged. Lee and Glenn Young.
Friday
de Celui qui Epousai une Femme
T. Th.
itioned reporters read our col by the officers • of the Oakland T. Th.
8:00-10:00 Student body members may buy
3:20
.Wednesday
Muette," was presented by French
.Tuesday
4:00- 6:00 it for $3.00.
li solely so that they can charge and San Francisco alumni groups, Foods
students of Miss Smith in the
many
alumni
events
which
this
4:00- 6:00
World Today
Wednesday
Me Newse Editore with his allStudio Theatre last night. A re
However by taking advantage
group hopes to sponsor for this Quantitative Analysis
Wednesday 2:00- 4:00 of the ticket sales, two semes
\
(frequent "bulls."
peat performance will be given
*Host, Hostess and Guest Problems
Wednesday 2:00- 4:00 ter members of the student body
A general meeting of all big tomorrow evening.
fe propose to all the dear faith- coming year were outlined.
Among these activities are pro Journalism
Thursday
2:004:00
sisters will be held, under the direc
j this one simple question,
Under the direction of Claribel
may save 50 per cent by getting
jected dinner meetings, the an •Principles of Investment
Thursday
2:00- 4:00
ben, oh when, Is a thief like a
The Public Affairs Forum is tion' of Betty Rae Stone, A. W. S. Coffman, the comedy reveals the
the
book
for
$1.50.
nual "Alumni College," various
Prter?"
As an added inducement to buy having its bi-weekly meeting next president, during the week preced trials of a man who marries a
If any one-hour course presents conflict in examination schedule,
parties, and receptions honoring
Playing the male
iVnswer: When he takes notes.
early
the buyer may have his Wednesday evening, January *11. ing finals. Girls will be assigned dumb wife.
examination hours may be arranged between class and instructor.
the older graduates.
Doctor Conzelman will talk to to their little sisters and the pro lead. Monsieur Botal, is Pjerce
name
stamped
on
the
cover
free
If
examination
is
given
in
laboratory
work
the
examination
hour
The past year has been a very
Opposi-e him is Holly
the group on Modern Methods of cedure which will be followed out Young.
f
successful one for the various corresponding to any of the regular laboratory hours may be chosen of charge.
Ring Out, Wild Bells!
lined.
von Ehrenberg as the spouse, who
or it may be given in the last regular laboratory period.
As a departure from the policy Treatment of the Insane.
district alumni groups of the Col
\ g out slowly dying cause,
Faculty members will receive the regains the use of her tongue all
Courses given at 4:15 or 7:15 p. im. will have the final examina of previous years, the faculty are
The group is conducting a series
llI ancient forms of paltry strife; lege of the Pacific, and these two tion at the regular hour during examination week.
I / V
^
being given the same privileges of discussions on crime in Stock new Junior College students at the too soon.
g in the nobler modes of life, groups are starting off this year
*If conflicts occur in either of these pairs, the instructor and as student body members. Bill ton. This is the third of that semi-annual faculty reception which
Admission is 25 cents and
h sweeter manners, purer laws. in a manner which promises that class may make whatever adjustments are necessary-preferablly upon Workman is in charge of the series. The meeting will be held will be held in Anderson Hall, Wed tickets may be secured from Miss
I .Our favorite stanza of the poem they will be even more active in an individual basis.
Smith or at the door.
nesday evening, February 2.
at 8 p. m. in the SCA rooms.
ticket sales campaign.
ipy
1939.
^ Alfred Lord Tennyson.)
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Junior College
Registration
On Fridays

Tonight at 8, the combined College of the Pacific
and Stockton Junior College Band will join forces with
the local fraternities and sororities in presenting the
eleventh annual Band Frolic and Concert in the Pacific
Auditorium.
Past frolics have played to capacity houses and in

Local Delegates Take
Important Parts In
Asilomar Meet

DEBATERS
"QUIET"

DIRECTOR

Windmiller Announces
New Procedure Of
Early Completions

° 'y -.••••

X

1
S U n I OV6 U
By Dorm

Little Theatre
At Work On
Comedy

U. S. Foreign
Policy Topic
Of Meet

-d You Spik
, nsT BR^

S

MEN'S

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE

DINNER IS
SERVED!

Becker Elected

January 23-27

•oil'

NARANJADO
FOR $1.50

r The Benefit

French Farce To
Be Repeated In
Studio Theatre

Bay Region Alumni
Plan Busy Year

Dr. Conzelman To
Speak At Forum

\forrti

I

Ch

(R otable Quote

Receptions Are
Planned For
New Frosh

Weekly Feature ®Editorial Page
PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY, JANUARY 6, 1939

WESTWARD HO
is the theme of Pacific for 1939. With the official
acceptance of a game with the University of Hawaii
in Honolulu next December 16, Amos Alonzo Stagg s
Tigers will carry the torch of California s oldest
college across the waters to hitherto unconquered ter
ritory. 1938 saw the Bengal gridders bringing to C. O.
P. new interest and recognition from the Midwest and
East, two sectors of the United States where the name
of Pacific had previously signified little more than
ocean and borax. The Tigers' smashing 32-0 triumph
over the Chicago Maroons did more in one afternoon
toward placing C. O. P. in its proper place in public
esteem than the combined efforts of eighty-seven
years prior to the "big moment" of last November.
This statement on no less an authority than Dr. lully
C. Knoles.
Now, with Pacific's star finally aglow in the EasL
ern firmament, comes the opportunity to establish
friendly relationship in another direction—westward,
in sunny Hawaii, the land of pineapple, poi and con
stantly improving football players. Next fall's Staggrnen, good as they promise to be, will have no easy
assignment when they tackle the islanders in their
native habitat at the conclusion of the season. It will
be a wonderful trip for the: Staggridders, with a bangup game waiting at the end of the trail. Recalling
what the Tigers did at Chicago, one is inclined to
believe with some degree of certainty that they will
not take their duties as Pacific's ambassadors lightly,
although the direction of their efforts may be some
what "oriented."
For this splendid chance to spread Pacific's name
and fame, everyone connected witji the institution
extends thanks to Coach Stagg and the Athletic De
partment for booking the game, and to Captain
"Mac" Lott, coach of the San Diego Marines, who put
in the word that started negotiations for the contest.
_£L. O. P. greets the New Year with enthusiasm, wel
coming the opportunity to extend her spirit into new

FAMILIAR LAMENT
of sports-minded Pacificites—C. O. P.'s lack of a
baseball squad—is once more being Heard.- An annual
wail, this year's cry may bear fruit if
if
if.
Local Sportscribe John Peri has stated a salient
point in that "Stockton townspeople would un
doubtedly turn out to see the California, St. Mary's,
Santa Clara or San Jose nines in action against a
College of the Pacific club on a local diamond." There
can be but little doubt that with the present fine feel
ing between the town and school the local base
ball fans would support a Pacific nine.
Furthermore, there is plenty of baseball talent
floating around the local campus. This was proved
two years ago when the Collegians, a group of Pacific
athletes, met and defeated some of the toughest ama
teur teams in the county. Many of the men on that
squad are still at Pacific and there has since been
a steady influx of men who starred in baseball in
high school. A very capable squad could be organ
ized from the athletes now at C. O. P.
Perpetual stumbling-block to Tiger diamond en
thusiasts is the financial situation. The Athletic De
partment, according to all reliable indications, has a
tough time breaking even now, would be hard-put to
add baseball to the curriculum. Only a generous ap
propriation of PSA funds by the Executive Commit
tee could give the Pacific Student Association a base
ball team this spring.
Which brings the question down to this: Does the
PSA want a baseball team ? With an eye to determin
ing the answer, the WEEKLY invites comment and
opinion from students and faculty alike. All those
interested are asked to turn in their ideas and views
to the Weekly box in the Information Office.

IMPORTANT ADDITION
the cultural life of Pacific's campus has been made
with the recent acquisition of the phonograph and
recording library from the Carnegie Foundation.
Through the efforts of Conservatory Head JohnX.
Elliot and Purse-minder O. H. Ritter, C. O. P. stu
dents last month came into possession of a musical
gift valued, conservatively, at $2000. Housed in the
more social section of Anderson Hall, the new musical
library contains masterworks of the greatest com
posers, replete with supplementary material designed
to aid in the enjoyment of some of the world's finest
music.
to

Not only to the music major, but also to the ordi
nary fellow or girl about campus, should this gift
prove a boon in the improvement of leisure hours. For
those jangled nerves, try a symphony some after
noon. After one delightful session, it will probably
be needless to urge you to get the afternoon concert
habit. The records are there for Pacific's edifica
tion. Don't muff the chance to get the utmost out
of campus facilities. Drop in on one of the daily con
certs and drop out of the class of those "who just
don't know what to do" in their spare moments.
EDITOR'S NOTE: All unsigned editorials are
by the Editor. All other editorials contain the
initial of the writer at the end of each, and
are not always to be construed as reflecting
the opinion of the Editor.

KEEP OUR CHILDREN OFF THE S T R E E T S
SOCIAL HALL

USE ANDERSON
—BY BASTIAN

COLLEGIANA
VIA GROSSE
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RUG
CUTTING!

The
Cat's

BEFORE BECOMING TOO IN-

volved in this hash we are cook
ing up, we would like to take a
By "STUB"
couple of lines to wish all of you
a happy New Year and a nice flock
llllllllllllllllllllllillltllllllll!lllll!lll!lll!lllllll!lll!l!lllllllill!lllllll!!ll!lllllll!ll!lllil|l|l||!!l!!lil
of "A's" for the first of next
With radio editors throughout
month.
the country picking the "first ten"
THE TURN OF A YEAR AL- most popular radio stars for 1938,
ways brings to mind things you are and a wad of mail left here over
and you aren't going to do the
coming months, with the usual out the holidays which must be an
come being nil. Among the most swered, sometime, and the San
prevalent of these new ideas is Francisco World's Fair opening up
the one about not staying in bed in a few weeks; wjth term papers
so long of a school morning, but
away back there in Syracuse, New due soon and a trillion other items
York, is a man that gets an "A" of importance, "The Cat's Whisker"
for sleeping ten hours every night! is making a desperate try to pick
The course is numbered Bodybuild up loose ends and start the new
ing 1001 with the requirement for year with a clean sheet,
an "A" being ten hours' sleep every
As for the most popular radio
night. If he sleeps less, he is
eligible for a "D," and he auto stars, regardless of their talent,
matically gets the gate and an "F" your editor picks the following:
if he appears the next morning Charlie McCarthy, Nelson Eddy,
with circles under his eyes. May Jose Iturbi, Fannie Brice, Fibber
be the fact he is convalescing McGee, Kenny Baker, Arturo Tosfrom an appendicitis operation canini, Doug Montell, Milton
might have some bearing on the Cross and Orson Welles.
The aforementioned list does not
case.
correspond to the voting here some
time ago, but talking it over with
A SNAPPY PIECE FROM THE
students on the campus, these
Carnegie Tartan informs us that
names
have been mentioned most
the students at a certain univer
times. By way of explanation,
sity stamp and yell and generally
Montell and Cross are announcers.
raise the roof when the professor
enters the room. The theory be LOSS TO RADIO FANS
Over the Christmas holidays, "The
hind this bombastic ballyhoo is
that the teacher would feel hurt Cat's Whisker" became Stockton's
if he received no such outward dis only local radio editor. The es
play of emotion. Perhaps we ought teemed Rossi Reynolds of the Stock
to adopt it over here to keep in ton Record has had his column
trim for the annual football sea taken from the pages of the
son.
Record, owing, they say, to the
• •
#
general policy of metropolitan
OLD MAN FOOTBALL HAS papers everywhere to ban such
generally gone into hibernation columns.
If you do or you don't ask me,
this fine January, but there's a
little repercussion back east at "The Cat's Whisker" is definitely
Carnegie that is going to be aired griped and hopes you are too. Ros
here. Football fans will remember si had something everybody around
the game between Carnegie Tech this neck of the woods read and
and Raleigh. It's quite a little enjoyed.
The radio column in the Inde
walk between the two schools, and
the students picked up a little in pendent is a syndicated release from
formation on the way. One item Hollywood and does not claim to
was the fact that it does snow be pertinent to the locale in which
in North Carolina. The second it is printed.
item was the fact that Cantor isn't PICTURE DISPLAY
the only guy that can make his
In co-operation with the radio
eyes pip. A Greek asked some publicity department of the S. F.
of the boys what the mountains World's Fair, arrangements have
were made of. When he was told been made to bring to Pacific
they were composed of millions of set of eight "blown-up" pictures of
little sea animals, a frog became the Fair. They will be displayed
his second cousin.
here in the near future.

Whisker
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Roscelli was involved in a rather
complex frame-up in which his
nomination was made by another
house to give still another house
the idea that they were not sup
porting it. It all started when a
third house suspected the first men
tioned house of a double cross.
By GLADYS HUGHES
It all sounds very like the plot of
Last
year we promised that this
one of those quickies at the Cal.
week
we
would try to give you
but it was true. However, Roscelli
did a marvelous job of declining some unusual reading fare. Well,
the nomination so that was that. we'll try in the next few para
SLEEPY TIME
graphs to fulfill that promise.
So, came the summer and the
campus looked like a deserted vil JAPANESE SKETCH
First on our list is a book to be
lage. But summers never last
long and ere we had started to found in our own library, a trans
re-enjoy life at home, several new lation. of the SKETCH BOOK OF
blonde heads began to bob about
the campus, indicating not only THE LADY SEI SHONAGON by
the lady herself. It is for those
life, but lots of it.
The Swagerty-Reinle business who love description. The little
spent about a week on the rocks thirteenth-century Japanese lady
and was rescued. Bobby Kientz
who wrote the book was vain,
and Barbara Nauman were off to
cruel,
selfish, utterly devoid of a
the races. Things started moving
sense of humor, but she had soul
fast all over.
The Alpha Thete-Epsilon con of a great poet—which shines
troversy was short-lived but inter through all her writing. Read it
esting, having started over the for a lyric thrill you will not soon
matter of invasion of dances. forget.

WHIRL
By TWINCHELL

I know New Year's has past and
I'm the biggest fool at last but
let's Just have one more round of
scattering the orchids for the best
of the fiscal year, 1938. For the
best in news of the sensational sort,
that Is, the kind you don't find on
the first pages of your college
paper. A little late perhaps for a
post-mortem on the old man, 1938,
but this will at least catch all those
who have just cleared the spots
away from before their eyes. Open
ing the notebook:
BAD START
It all started way back at this
time last year when it was not
enough that you hadn't started
even one term paper yet and finals
were just around the stretch but
the comptroller's office started
sending out those little invitations
to a tete-a-tete with the local czar
of matters monetary. There was
weeping and gnashing of teeth, to
say nothing of people who had
ideas as to where other people
could put things and all. But it
all came out as usual. It must be
like paying taxes when you're out
in the cruel world.
WOTTA NITE!
Then life began with the Mardi
Gras. Odds at the fraternities
were 2-1 on Verna to cop the
Queenship. . . . Came the dance
and Dr. Pease as Herr Hitler was
wowing the multitudes. . . . Mr.
and Mrs. Stagg came as surprise
entries and Jerry Keithley was a
dark horse. The event was as good
as the year before; even better, if
you went to Tiny's after where the
missiles were flying.
HIT PARADE
Came the end of Spring Practice.
Domench and Vaughan were the
talk of the town when football was
the topic. Spring brought out sev
eral budding romances which lasted
until summer. . . . Gassberg was
going to town as a prophet while
sport-editing the Weekly and Lovegrin led the columnists. . . . Wil
kinson's alliance with one of the
more charming of the frosh finds
culminated in the scandal of the
year when the boy friend came
down for a visit. This one even
shocked the Rhizites.
CUPID-DITTIES
Biggest surprise on the social
register came when Mary Bay and
Roger Baer announced their en
gagement at an Epsilon Radio
Dance. It took a sign on Arphania's bulletin board, the state
ment of Roger himself, and two
eyewitnesses to convince this oneman jury, whose drival you read.
Of course, when A! and Bobbie
spread the glad tidings it was like
yesterday's news.
THAT ELECTION!
Election time looked like just an
other college election until Jack

Sororities began to boom (socially) SATIRE
and the girl's dorm became the
Also unusual in style and in con
meeting place of the fraternities.
tent is Christopher Morley's TRO
GRID YEAR
JAN HORSE. It is the old story,
Football started like the ending told so beautifully by Shakespeare,
of a Greek Tragedy but with the of Troilus and Cressida, the Romeo
defeat of Fresno State, our boys and Juliet of ancient Greece. Mr.
were the center of attention. Ada- Morley has retold it in a very curi
mina was the fair-haired boy while ous manner, combining ancient and
Swag and McWilliams carried the modern settings in a way that lit
spirit. . . . Came Chicago. But erally makes your head spin. At
no scandal there except to see who first reading the book seems quite
wrote to whom.
comic, a broad burleque of the
old tragedy, but further reading
BIG MIXER
One of the biggest successes of will convince you that here is biting
this season as far as social unity satire on our own civilization. How
was concerned was the open house ever, we promise you will get quite
night at the frats and sororities a kick out of it—whether you read
after the Nevada game. Congenial for satire or just plain humor.
little groups gathered around every
punch bowl or sandwich table and
everything was a charming mixup.
Nobody would have known his own
fraternity or her own sorority that
night. What's the diff? It was fun.
REVOLUTION •
But all's not well that doesn't
end well and the harmony between
living groups slipped into the scan
dal 'fnonger's tune one night when
apples began to fly and shotguns
were fired at Christmas tree lights
and back again; and people were
roused from their beds at ungodly
hours. It looked like a revolution
qver on fraternity circle and the
next morning whispers are still
going thq rounds. Well, boys will
be boys, as Ma says every time
someone bounces a tray on the din
ing hall floor.
SURPRISE OF 1.938
So, came the New Year but not
till Ed Koehler had announced the
coup of the year. It seems Ed had
been a member of that ba,ll-andchain gang since last July and
that a certain "Babe" Saugstad
was Miss no more. Congrats, Ed,
and I'll be waiting for one of those
six month old cigars.

MYSTERIES
For one of the, most unusual
"whodunits" we have seen in years,
we nominate Alexander Laing's
DR. SCARLET. In it there ap
pears a most unique creature called
a ptor. If Mr. Laing's description
of this creature doesn't do some
thing to your teeth and your verte
brae, you're a better man than I
am. Read it for thrills, chills ga
lore.
Also, if you find yourself liking
the little doctor and his meddling
ways, 'read the new book by the
same author, THE METHODS OF
DR. SCARLET. It's not so thrill
ing or so unusual as the first one,
but it's packed full of human inter
est and done very well in the
GRAND HOTEL manner.

GRANDMA
Last on our list is Minnie Hite
Moody's OLD HOME WEEK. We
guarantee you'll howl at Grandma
Johnson's antics—and love her,
too. Grandma celebrates her hun
dredth birthday during old home
week, rides in an airplane for the
first time, gets her first corsage of
orchids, and kisses a strange man
in the dark, making him think she
is a gangster's moll—all within
the radius of seven short days.
Some lady! Read it for fun and
tragedy generously mixed — and
very well done.
Next week we'll look over our
year's reading. Taliyho!

A TROJAN BOOKSTORE
manager brings us interesting
news about book habits. A lot of
things are being done, he says, to
make books more attractive, such
as streamlining covers and more
pictures. Law and medical books
are the most expensive because
they have to be kept. He also
gave us a tip on how to foil book
stealers. Write your name on the
inside margin of each book, using
the same page number each time.
This is positive identification
which the taker often overlooks.
There's a nice note! I start off by
wishing all of you a Happy New
Year and end up by telling about
booknappers.
STEP RIGHT UP, FOLKS, AND
take a gander at the "Little Gem"
play review as it appeared in the
Daily Californian. It will amaze
you with its versatility. The cast
members clip the left-hand col
umn for their scrap books and
letters home to mama. The righthand column is for the public
and really tells what the reviewerthought of the play. Goodness!
What will these U. C. guys think
of next ?
*

*

*

RIPLEY
ONCE SAID THE
most unusual job he ever ran into
was the one of testing the resil
iency of pogo sticks; however,
here's a job that will go him
one better. There's a gal down
at U. S. C. that is a combina
tion ten-ton shovel operator, per
sonnel foreman, and timekeeper
during vacations up Nawth. Her
explanation was that the men
seem to get along better under
heA I'm just wondering if they
couldn't have a ball-and-chain
complex. Maybe they work bet
ter when they're under a thumb.

NEW YEAR'S PROGRAMS:
Beginning January 8th, over the
NBC Red Network, 11:45 to 12:00
noon, PST., Alfred Kreymborg, the
"Walt Disney of Radio," will start
a new program known as "Fables
in Verse." In producing the series
NBC will employ novel sound ef
fects for the various scenes in the
animal world. The works will be
a continual adventure in human
and animal rhythms.
Uncle Ezra, of Rosedale fame,
will display the talents of his
townspeople on Friday, January 6,
from 7:30 to 7:45 p. m. PST., over
NBC, Red Network.
On Monday's, writes a corres
pondent of NBC in Hollywood
KWG broadcasts "The Voice of
Firestone" at 8:30 p. m.
Beginning in the next issue "The
Cat's Whisker" will print some of
the more Important program
schedules of some of the valley local
stations, such as KROY, KFBK,
KGDM, etc.
vvv>
Another correspondent from NBC
in Hollywood who says she reads,
the Cat's Whisker each week, rep1IUIU.UUO
rimands this
vxrio column
W1U111U for
iv/1 "Ul
not printjRillling more about NBC programs in
+ ho colum.
nnlmvi filioShe Brnlmlthr
the
probably Vioo't
has
neara
inai Pacific-ites
r-acuic-U.es voted INJSI
heard that
NBC;
the most popular network and
coyldn't have been reading the column very thoroughly.

By Sapiro
Fellow jive-addicts, we
on the threshold of a year of!: jO®1
that promises to be a kille:'
..Men1
81 , h«r
iflc
this time, your Cutter woiAr,
flC* 1 I v
to venture the prediction!
Goodman will no longer be tMLfcto0 ,^0*'
ing hitter in the jitterbug Tfe
- *
Watch this guy Shaw. Ear J(C *ek
comer.
j '"'^per

Speaking of Artie Shaw, V ^
a rumor to the effect that! - it
Y<
Victor is taking his recordiif J:: o»
the low-priced Bluebird discs
within a month or so,' his~ JR'
pi1
^nt M
SP
will
be six-bitters exclii'®'0aUl8nd
5.S_ „•
While we're still on the ShaJ. J u»"
I * uBleS'
ject, don't fail to hear hiif.tVw th'
velous work on "Deep In a I
of You." The band phrase^
bar
way that's sure to send yov
Helen Forrest's vocal is supe'
One thing that is sure tc
b»t
tribute to Benny Goodman's L forget- ''''
fall will.be his losing Lionel l
ton and Teddy Wilson. Ham ,T!oS
k»«noutstanding vibe work hasj ^5 of '1 '
tfward
1
tributed more to putting the'*,^ Mr'
Babetet over than any other singl u 01 i n K
tor, while Wilson is one of thi , ;V
if not the best swing pianists , ttlj log ban'**
business. Both of these ©\,ttle piece of I
artists have announced d< ,ingEr of *plans to head their own orch ,,s ber'ly *
this spring.

,lur

HERE'N' THERE:
ie
A sax section that wouljstion 8(lfS <0
plenty to bring its membe» wh0
WILO
gether again would consistWhine ^!onf
Baritone Barry Wood, Rudy 1 me ln 1 '
Peter Arno, and BandleaderUbl? Thursday.
S h a w . T h e y a l l p l a y e d to)r'. on the i ' » t ' (
with the "Yea Collegians" < : He received 1 "
boola-boola days.
md his f*r"
Just to show you that muKptaed. No beef,
can be smart and pretty, tool j Trabert's
f*s
bi
Carroll, the feminine memt at is a '•'
the Merry Macs, graduated)?"
Indiana U. in 1937—with a pi phy major. Ana to top It d
I I I
she was campus Beauty QuIm $D63 kS
The Dorsey Brothers' feud, jf * r
It »
erly battle of music which ha«|jgj Q J-|
written up by all the trade
le i "
zines and is supposedly ovet n ll0ng o( , he
been picked up by their K Church 0! V-.
This enmity between the valt
serie, of
(J.
Asilc
gone so far, that the night Ty„f rel|f,ion
closes a n d J i m m y o p e n s s!j;ili»istrallon J...
New Yorker, the two valets w:a. moml
„f
1 Reun
on eight ounce gloves. The,, F
'
will take place in the TP
of View." 1
Room in the Hotel New Yorl
' Tuesday. h® NhH, T h e n
midnight. Guy Lombardo wi. ^ f
as referee, while the brother . " J
''
'
act as seconds to their respu.° ,,l(w' '"
employees. tow
Fats Waller, now signed,^ 1 Aaron '-*\ > and
10 VooViirunt, New York,
v».i I™ Arthur Poi.te, in
the
Yacht Club,
' kn&'s address*.
a Paul Whiteman while in
by reducing over 50 pounds,.,
having himself togged by a emsf0t* 81 Co,u»»bla
td only 50
Street tailor.
cents a
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DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK

eBI

The big Item of the week ii
ing up next Wednesday night
Gene Krupa, ace hide-beatei
his solid combo put in their ajl
ance at the Cocoanut Grove.}
here's your chance to see a
former that really throws <2
thing he has into his work. I * U f"l Q
J
hag a war(irobe of over 35
and
U11U every
VIIV»Jr one
uuv of
v/J. them
wavut is spe
waterproofed due to Gene's! ,,
of exeriting himself until!
until] ^ 1
wringing wet. During a recen
ater engagement. Gene
change completely twelve
rloir That's
That'fl really
rAflllv work
wnpk'
day.
>e 01
OJ
'1 9
There'll be more dope
bands and some disc-cussin'
ing up next week, so—Groo' ^Ciij-J^ «
Gates; See you at the Grove).-,
Tvic

STAFF

NEWS: Editor—Gregg Fhifer.
copy Desk ilnd Rewrite—Bob Wilkinson, Beverly Wright,
McGinnis, Dot SfegalL
Reporters: Bonnie Smith, Howard Thurston, Betty Brockle
Jessie Hanney. Charlotte Peterson, Kathryn MacDonald,' Clio
ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO THE crombie, Gail Sc^eere> jack Hidy, Gladys Sanguinetti, Laura
DONOR OF A CHRISTMAS Cbilds, Betty Lou; Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman Lamb. :

The
B

"Yer

NECKTIE

SOCIETY: Eo,itor—Betty Dixon.
I want you to know that I, my
Reporters: Ja:ie Jordan, Lois Wheeler. Frances Hull, Janet E
friend,
Marguerite Etzel. Barbara Caswell.
Appreciate very much
Not only the gift, but most, my
SPORTS: Editir__Aiex Donsker.
friend,
Reporters: Manny Belitsky, Ben Savelli, Gertrude Frledrlq
The delicate personal touch.
Jack Price.

SALUTA!
9}if
And now, here's to a big 1939.
Especially to the free lance society
of Hedges and Cooper, the boys
who have just announced their dis
engagements via the proverbial
gate"! To she of the newly colored
FEATURES:
k t o r _ D o t aiegaii.
stegall.
For, putting it on, I wished, my
,
„K d tor—IJOI
,
hair! To all who are still keeping
Associates: Buford Bush Ray Grosse, Gladys Hughes, 1 /Ui^
friend,
their resolutions! And to those
Harvey,
Ralph
Trem^
'
ob,
Bonnie
Smith,
Howard
Thi)
ey Prjn 10 Y
(
The 315 women who passed tests
That only my eyes might see
harrassed martyrs who wrote for policewomen in New York One end entwining your neck, my
ART:
Editor—Bo
scripts for the Band Frolic tonight! City had 361 college degrees and
Bastian.
friend,
Associate—Dave '"Atthews.
Viva!
four Phi Beta Kappa keys.
The other, the limb of a tree.
Staff Photographer Dicic RiddelL

ffle.

p,
'h
Jf If.
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B
S
lr0 . were going to give Harriet
n a "kick" for Christmas but
H ready has one. And quite
,e one at that.
V tne of the other gifts of Noel
* v»_ * take, but something did
the result is that thirteen
diamond rings on the corfingers blossomed out after
olidays.
ormer Pacific student, Juanebber, announced her enent at a gay New Year's
f at her Stockton home,
lless we have Hal-lucinations,
of A
ni«e Sf4 >vieve Tiger Moran is back
1 th.
the campus this week. She
* hi»
n vacation fro mher schoolrec«ihing.
1 R,
'•rd ijizomia stagged it almost en
0r so i le at El Prado on New Year's
"U»lU.r.'S
of the Dorm girls ask
w
m'
on »h "me
» UU t0 MlBob Kientz spent half of
vacation in Oakland. How
rk °>» "iw
ivi
Id we know, unless it was
Th* WH
r
0 t:-, climate that was the attrac•u

"

h JAY:

rent'

OI»# NY SK th

'« 3U.\t we forget—the band' frolic
'flbMt, to
| fall win t>< , "n> r:°oduJnight.
. °« r8 1. JORROW:
Y ""son -Jwe COULD forget—the band
»orki
ill
* TO PU" • t NOMINATION
" °*er th
s any other J kleverest kids of the kamwhite s
",nnisonsJ. • ' ^r' an<* ^rs- Edward
f not th* t
sw| pjAier, and quoting Babe,
nK

•' ' h or t t p v e r y happy-"
av*
om 'ut of the fog banks we
•'^noun«l
1 that the
' 1 theiPiece of glass
0W!1 hthe
third finger of Camille
|s hand was herely a misM» IU N 1
"t ItF.:
^d finger ring.
:i that rfdit
for the langest tril s durbring it, mJ the vacation goes to Miss
Id ,3 Deering, who went to
' y Wood P Jco' and Josephine Stone, who
and BandjJ to her home in utah•y all pl | the assembly Thursday, Bill
. "Vea ClV , ter was not on the stage for
g w ration only.
,
He received the
. w '
I football, and his certificate
>ou tMtijugt misplaced. No beef, kids.
prett*4rgaret
Trabert's
favorite
stmas present is a teddy bear
ry Macs, mftid "Rosy."

U in 1937—witht

|or.

...

...

And to top•

; L o n g Speaks
tl« of mual
n Religion
up by all
powbric
m supposedlysctS?
w. W. Long of the First
'
up by tiijb
ibyteria'n Church of Stockton
nlty hetw.-oo th) ln the last series of discusfnr. that tin n.ij concerning religion in room
, . immy opobf the Administration Building
. - he two vtl* Tuesday morning. His topic
gloves, f "Religion From the Conser
ve pi' e in tale Point of View." He speaks
••i» H. 'el .V"in next Tuesday. The series,
Guy I rr.bi'ibg up religion from four dif,
brent points of view, has been
,r.ds to thsirI with, the assistance of Dr. H.
Frost, Rabbi Aaron Levy and
__ ,.upr Reverend Arthur Foote, in
»>r.
now
W
s addresses.
b New T?tion to DrII w hlteman whl!« inese students at Columbia
n over 30 ersity spend only 50 cents a
elf to«* for food.
ts or.
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Asilomar Is
Reunion
Theme

Sororities In
Joint Dinner
Meet

M v ml

Phi Mu Alpha
Prexy Returns

(Jf4.,.

THE MILKY WAY
Now Open 24 Hours Per Day

MILKSHAKE"

WISHING YOU ALL A
VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Rainbow Club
Reorganizes

Your A.W. S. Tea Room

CUB HOUSE

2043 Pacific Avenue

SMITH &LANG

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

ANNUAL January CLEARANCE

SALE ENTERS SECOND WEEK

PAT DUNLAP

Drastic Reductions In All Departments

We invite comparison Quality and Price with any
wholesaler in Stockton. • « •

31 N. EI Dorado

Mesh
Rhinestone
Gold

Chas. Haas & Sons

Breed Addresses
Tuesday Chapel

NIELSEN BROTHERS

•I

Evening Bags

Snow-Sports
Attract Many
Enthusiasts

No. 1

c~' A

r4

Five Students To
Get Credentials

Pacific Ski Club
Elects D. Swain
President

' Buyer
\V9

Pre-Holiday
Party Is
Enjoyed

Dorado Meat Market

jfi

Pacific Co-eds Two Prominent
Preside At
Pacificites
Xmas Tea
Wed In July

ederal Art Loan
To Be Exhibited
In Weber Studio

To The Wise

v I

Vangie Pease
Announces
Betrothal

A holiday highlight the Tuesday
Culminating a campus romance
Surprise news for 1938 came
afternoon of Christmas week was
with the Christmas holidays when
was the announcement the Sun
the tea given by the Misses Eloise announcement was made of the
day before Christmas of the en
Smith and Alice Rudebaugh, the marriage of Miss Mildred Sauggagement of Miss Vangie Pease
By EL/DEN DEERING
•Bullfight in El Torreo, the largest
home of the James A. Smiths stead of Sacramento and Mr.
and Mr. Alton Geiser.
arena
in
the
world.
The
perform
on West Flora Street the setting. Edward Koehler of Hoberg's Re
If you are for the first time em
Official announcement of the
sort. The ceremony took place
barking upon your career as a ance was scheduled to be the big
Many college friends were asked in Nevada last July 19.
betrothal was made at a break
gest
and
best
of
the
year,
and
it
traveller, I recommend Mexico—
to call between the hours of 3
Christmas
cards mailed to
fast at the bride-elect's home, 601
if you are an experienced traveler, lived up to its advance publicity.
and 5 o'clock.
The
performance
was
for
the
friends of the couple revealed the
S.
Central,
in
Stockton.
Those
sated with travel, there remains
benefit of the Mexican Red Cross
Red and silver provided the interesting news.
Mexico. It has been my pleasure
bidden to first hear the news
and our seats were located right
'Mr. and Mrs. Koehler are mak
decorative
note, with red and
to visit the land where 'tis said
were Miss Verna Dunstan, Miss
next to the Queen's box.
ing their home on the Waterloo
they have a fiesta every third
silver
spheres
and
red
and
silver
Alice Yelland, Mrs. Myrna Nichols
Road, where they are at home to
A queen presides
over each
day, with the Christmas season
poinsettias arranged on a silver their friends.
of Burlingame.
fight,
and
since
this
was
a
big
including the biggest and finest
That evening, the group attend platter centering the table at
Mrs. Koehler attended the Col
fight, they had six queens. The
of all.
Above shot shows lies Knoles, Irving Fritz, Doug- ed a dinner in Lodi at the home which Miss Lois Archibald poured. lege of the Pacific where she was
queen's
box
was
decorated
pro
In Mexico at this season of the
Taylor, Elton Cencirulo, Dan looney and Bill Dean of Miss Pease's sister, Mrs. Mar- Included on the guest list were affiliated with Alpha Theta Tau
year there is no rain, therefore fusely in pink stocks and red
hard at work on Omega Phi Alpha's act for tonight's adean Pease Burson. Gathered at Misses Lois Archibald, Dorothy sorority and was active in campus
poinsettias.
The
queens
in
their
we were not encumbered with the
Band Frolic. Winners of the $10 award last year, the this affair were Verna Dunstan, Comer, Jessie Hannay, Ruth Ellis, life.
colorful
costumes,
high
combs,
galoshes, raincoats anA umbrellas
Alice Yelland, Maryanna Pease, Claire Emerson Frost, Lillian
Mr. Koehler Is attending the
and
black
lace
mantillas
presented
Omegas
hope to repeat with "The life of Stagg."
of the summer traveler who must
Gay Rible, Alton Geiser, Herschel Kowatch, Lucille Kowatch, Denlse college and is active ln athietic
a
picture
of
beauty
which
I
shall
go prepared for the daily summer
Burson, and Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Zapherson, Alice Jane Gipner, events. He was an important
rains, yet It is early enough in not forget soon. I prefer to re
Jean Robinson, Betty Pellaton, member of Coach Stagg's varsity
Pease.
the dry season that we did not member that instead of the eight
Miss Pease is the daughter of Barbara Albertson, Jeanne Marie and is on the basketball team.
dead
bulls,
each
In
his
turn
find our travels made unpleasant
Mr .and Mrs. R. S. Pease of this Marblestone, and Mervel Ham- His fraternity is Omega Phi
dragged from the arena by a team
by the dust storms that will be
city. She is a student at the mill.
Alpha.
of mules.
• * «
prevalent in late January and
College of the JFacific where she
Jean Ferguson, Helen Flanagan,
CHRISTMAS
IN
MEXICO
February.
is affiliated wijh Epsilon Lambda Betty Ann Hickman, Betty June
We had Christmas dinner at
Sigma sorority, and Orehesis, a Ledbetter, Eleanor Powell, Bever
STOP AT BORDER
the Mirannar on the banks of
national honorary dance club. She ly Heller, Louvan Kolher, Luana
Nogales at the border was an one of the canals of Xochinnilco,
What a day, what a day, all
A pre-holiday supper party was is also a member of the Order Forkner, Betty Hunefield, Lucille
exciting venture for it was there the famous floating gardens built it does or doesn't do is rain . . .
of Rainbow for Girls and a prom Mcintosh, Donna Ferguson, KathHere
that I had my money exchanged originally by Moctaguna.
it rained in on my head all night, given on the evening of Decem inent member of the College set.
eryn Fredericks, Mary Jane Reed,
To date five teaching candidates
(the brokers coming right on to we purchased huge bunches of
ber 14 at the apartment of Galen
Mr. Geiser is the son of Mr. Dee Sparrow, Barbara Shaw, Joan
the train to extend this service) flowers for a half cent In our no wonder I dreamt I was swim "Stub" Harvey, 155 West Alpine. and Mrs. Charles H. Geiser of
who will receive their credentials
DeMartini, Margaret Lewis,
and received approximate five big money. Decorated boats ply up ming . . . funny how things like
Oakdale. He is a graduate of the Eleanor Comer, Betty Wilson, this January have registered with
silver Mexican dollars (pesos) for and down these canals and we that affect you, isn't it . . . the The affair was a gay event.
Among those present were; Miss College of the Pacific, and at Estelle Womack, Sylvia Stephens, the College of the Pacific Place
each dollar that I turned over to had a lazy ride in one, enjoying other night I dreampt I was at
present is employed with the Anna Jean Martin, and Birdie ment Bureau.
the
warmth
of
the
Mexican
sun.
Eleanor McCann, Miss Dot Steg- Stockton Savings and Loan Bank. Hoskins.
them. Since the exchange is at
the
South
Pole
hugging
an
ice
Marjorie Nichols, Marjorie
present five to one, I felt very If one has a fear of speed of
all, Messrs. Bill Becker, Harvey
•
*
*
Friends of the couple were in
Vachon, Roy Cencirulo, and Fran
rich indeed! I suddenly remember travel he had better stay away berg . . . woke up to find myself Brooks and "Stub" Harvey. Due formed of the Interesting news
cis Jackson will receive their Ele
ed, however, that the peso is in from Mexico, because the Mexican lying on the cold floor without
to a sudden illness in the family, when they received attractive :
mentary Credential and Bob Stone
reality worth only 20c in our drivers take their curves at 60 any covers
They've
Christmas Cards in the mail. Blue
will receive his Secondary Cred
money, but for fifteen days .1 miles per hour. The days passed been talking about shutting me Rossi Reynolds, radio editor of and silver were effective^- com
ential,
basked in a feeling of financial all too rapidly and we were soon up on California street but I the Stockton Record, was unable bined to announce the betrothal
back at Mazatean enjoying our
Roy Cencirulo is the first to
prosperity.
No
date
has
been
set
for
the
to come.
accommodations
In
the
hotel fooled 'em . . . I've already been
receive a position, and will be
Guests were asked to bring wedding, but It will be some time
WILD FLOWERS
located at Selma Elementary
overlooking the Pacific Ocean. shut up there . . . Got 150 years
I was, of course, very interested We enjoyed here the fresh eocoapresents, the kind of which they in August. * * •
A reshowing of the permanent School, Selma, California.
for biting a lady's fingernails . . .
in the flowers and found many of nuts picked for us by the boys
loan to the Junior College by the
would never want to receive them
escaped though . . . am a con
our own cultivated flowers grow adept at climbing cocoanut trees,
Federal Art Project is scheduled
selves. Many amusing presents
ing wild. The bouganvilla, acacia, and purchased leather goods of tortionist by birth . . . hid myself
for next week in room 217W.
were exchanged.
The show is made up of six
hibicus, fuchia, poinsettas, (the snake and alligator. Many South in the warden's back pocket
The apartment was gaily decor
water colors by George Post and
usual Southern California red Sea island pictures are taken at Suppose we ought to get back to ated with pine bows and holly.
Dong Kingman, a sculpture by
single variety) and a large array Mazatean since it is so similar what I did in school yesterday
After supper the evening was
Ray Zoellin, and a group of
of yellow, double, variety. Also in appearance to the more dis because after all this is a school spent in playing Chinese Checkers
paper . . . Well, in the first place
original prints by prominent San
growing wild were blue morning tant and less accessible Isles.
and Pick-up-Sticks.
Officers were elected at a meet Francisco artists, including two
I left Mexico with only one de I started to daze off on the wrong
glories.
•
*
*
ing of the recently organized Pa eachings, three lithographs and
BULL FIGHT THRILLS
sire and that was to return at track. Got switched off my rail
cific Ski Club held in the Little one block print, all of superb
One of the high points of in some future date when I shall and turned left instead of into
Theatre Thursday at 11:40 a. m. quality.
terest was my attendance at the have a longer period to "browze." the Science Bldg. Decided I knew
Those elected are as follows: Dick
enough about trees and stuff and
The subject matter is for the
besides everybody knows that
Swain, president; Bob Kole, vice- most part taken from familiar
REASONABLY PRICED
president; Bonnie Smith, secre California scenes, and includes a
only God can make a tree" . . .
view of San Francisco Bay before
I don't know how I got down
tary-treasurer.
construction of the bay
there but I do remember some
The next meeting of the dlub the
at
thing about holding up traffic
will be held Monday evening Jan bridges and Treasure Island.
The exhibit is open from 7 a. m.
.for a cold half-hour till I got my
uary 9, and will be open to the
foot loose from the gun . . .
public. All students ln the Stock to 10 p. m. every school day until
With the advent of the New ton Junior College and College of January 15 and may be viewed
it's a wonder I wasn't scrambled
sports-minded
Pacificites the Pacific interested in skiing without admission charge at this
. . you know . . like an egg . . . Year,
Extensive plans are being com
JEWELERS
time. Guide service will be pro
Went to my next class and went have turned to the snow sports are urged to attend.
Of interest to Pacific-ltes who pleted this week by the Pan- promptly to sleep . . . the irony with new enthusiasm. Among the
Purpose of the club will be to vided upon inquiry to room 214.
at one time or anothe- were stu Hellenic council for a progressive of It . . . woke with a start when popular places for skiing are Cold organize student ski trips and
dents at University High School dinner to be enjoyed by the four realized the room was strangely Springs, Donner, and Norden.
furnish free instruction to the
in Oakland, was the first annual sororities at a combined house quiet . . . may hair never grow
Jean
Morrall reported good students.
function
to
be
held
Jan.
12.
Asilomar Re-union, held during
• * •
on my chest . . . there was no skiing a few miles from Twain
Helen Hall as president of the
the YMCA-YWCA conference, at
one there . . . Lagged over to the Harte last week-end.
council will be general chairman
Asilomar last week.
June Lane, Bea McCarl, and
Cub Haunt and ordered a whiskey
On Pacific Avenue
Over thirty students from var of the dinner. Those assisting sour
Aired my views be Charlotte Meeske enjoyed winter
ious California colleges and uni with the refreshments are June cause they were getting a little sports over the holidays at Alta,
versities attended the luncheon George. Rae Hungerford, and stuffy . . . and passed the gab Salt Lake.
in the main dining room, where Doris Marsh; program committee, with a stalwart tigerman and left
Among those who started the
Religion on the Pacific campus
three tables were reserved for Margaret Trabert, Beverly Miller, on wongs- of song . . . "What New Year at either Nordon or
Come in for that after dance snack and
is
far from dead if the interest
Dawn
Walter,
and
Charlotte
Donner
were
Rita
Folsum,
Betty
the event.
have you got that doesn't get me"
shown by the audience in the first
early morning breakfast.
Pacific-ites who were once in Meeske.
... to be exact . . . decided I'd Booth, Frances Aberle, Frances
chapel of the new year, held last
The first course, cocktails, will
attendance at the Oakland high
Hallmar^,
Gayle
Rawls,
Delphine
better drop in on my voice teach
school and who were present at be served 'at the Tau Kappa er to say I was alive and all Ferriogiarro, Zeke Evans, Doug Tuesday at 10:35 a. m., is any in
dication. The speaker was Dr.
house;
Mu
Zeta
Rho,
salad
the luncheon were, Dr. Harold
right as hadn't dropped in on her Campbell, Buzz Fisher, and Ernie
Noel J. Breed, who spoke on the
Jacoby and Galen "Stub" Harvey. course, Epsilon will serve the for quite some time . . . Well, Reed.
topic, "The Ultimate Decency of
main course, and Alpha Theta
she made up my mind that I
Things." He was preceded by an
dessert. Entertainment will fol
would sing opera someday and all
low the last course at the Theta
organ solo by Mr. Bacon an<f a
the time I knew I'd end up sing
house.
reading and hymn from the
ing Flat Foot Floogie. . . . Went
»
«
•
Methodist Hymnal.
home . . . decided to do a wash
Dr. Breed in his lecture traced
ing as hadn't for some time so
the
good and evil influences back
washed my face. Really didn't
Returning to the campus today
need to because it's raining to or tomorrow is Alvin Liedstrand, to the time of the Romans and
"WHERE THE FOOD
day. Well, we won't let it hap president of the Pacific chapter forward to the present day. His
around the
IS ALWAYS GOOD"
pen again . . . watched a girl of Phi Mu Alpha, who attended message revolved
Striking a new note in the chew gum and noticed exactly the convention of the national theme that evil, though It be not
SERVING BREAKFAST,
activities of Pacific co-eds, sev how she pulled it out of her honorary musical fraternity in at present harmful, will in the
LUNCH and
DINNER
eral former members of the Order mouth and stretched it way out Washington, D. C. during the end cause grave consequences.
Because of the inclement weatb
of Rainbow for Girls are starting and then began to work It back Christmas vacation.
a new group for college women in . . . combination of eating
Liedstrand made a tour of the er and the usual hurry after va
called the Pacific Rainbow Club. spaghetti and regurgitation . . . Southern states en route home, cation, the attendance was small.
Any girl attending Pacific or
tried it and haven't gotten it He was gone three weeks, five
the Stockton Junior College who out of my wig yet . . . Glad days of which were spent in the
has been a member of a Rainbow
have two . . . really I sup nation's capitol.
assembly is eligible to join.
pose I should stqp rambling
Liedstrand is a graduate stu
Iris Kess presided over the last around saying toothless prover- dent in the Conservatory of Music
meeting when the constitution for bials but there's one thing that and prominent in the musical life
the club was discussed. At the has been bothering me . . . How of Pacific.
next meeting, January 11, officers can you answer this question and
will be elected and further plans get what you want? ... Do you
for the club made. The meeting want it now or yet? ?? Fellows,
will be held in the Dining Hall of you try this one on your girl
at 4:15.
friends you will exasperate them.
Those present at the last meet Confidentially I'll tell you what
ing were Ruth Crane, Charlotte to say if they want it NOW . . .
Peterson, Lois Lasall, Betty Noon, You say . . . oh, you don't want
"DISTINCTIVE
Marjorie McDonald, Mar jorie it YET . . . See? and Vice versa
CORSAGES"
Thompson, Maryanna Pease, Alice
. I learned that one in the
Jane Gipner, Lois Archibald, Alice army ... it comes in handy.
Rudebaugh, Dorothy Comer, Eloiss
Campus Representative
Smith, Doris Marsh, Barbara Len
The University of Wisconsin has
nox, Jean Ferguson, and Mari- a new coqrse to train students for
109 N. Sutter
jane Nash.
careers in the U. S. foreign serv
Phone 652
*
»
•
ice.
MtB. Joyce Jacoby, who attepdn
ed the Asilomar Copferenee of
the SCA and YW-YMCA organ
izations on a score of Pacific
Legion college compuses, came
home with a severe case of poison
oak and was confined to her bed
Contractors, Builders, and *
during a part of the conference.

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP

Li bobb inn

,. W***' .. ft

REHEARSING FOR FROLIC

"HOME OF THE FROZEN

Gang

T.1X\

Miss Deering Tours
Mexico During
Xmas Vacation

Phone 1553

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Superintendents of
Construction

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERG'ER'S
339 East Main Street
• • . JEWELERS • • •

Phone 1750

—
805 Bank of America Bldg.
Stockton, Calif.

SMITH & LANc.
•MjultluCuL
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SOUTH DAKOTA OPENS PACIFIC GRID
AL'S
T I G E R
T A L K
By ALEX DONSKER

Hooray

PACIFIC IS GOING TO PLAY
NOTRE DAME IN '41.
Now that that's out of our
system maybe we can sit down
and talk this thing over sen
sibly. After all, Sept. 27, 1941
is still quite a long ways off yet,
but that doesn't stop us from
letting off a little steam and
enthusiasm.
From now on you'll be hearing
that old familiar wail: "Gee, if
we could only beat Notre Dame.
Boy, would that be something.
But of course Pacific hasn't got
a ghost of a chance."
But let us hastily remind you
of this little fact: THEY SAID
THE SAME THING WHEN THE
U. OF CHICAGO WAS SCHED
ULED LAST YEAR. Of course
don't get me wrong. I know that
Chicago and Notre Dame ure of
a little different caliber.
But
also remember that the College
of Pacific potentially has a great
er future ahead of it than any
other school of its size In these
United States today.

Tiger Cagers Win
Over Spartans
Hoopmen Win First Northern Cal.
Loop Game In Seventeen Starts

Uettgal Sports Pag?
Edited By Alex Donsker

WHERE'S THE BALL, BOYS?

Game Opens StaggL
Fiftieth Grid Seasor
Three Tough
Tilts Facing
C. O. P. Five

In a Hairbreath Harry finish that had a near ca
pacity crowd yelling at the top of their lungs, Coach
Ralph Francis' Bengal cagers won their first Northern
California Conference game in 17 starts when they
handed the San Jose Spartans a 27-36 spanking on the

•Tiger court last Wednesday eve
ning.
The Bengal hoopsters came
from behind after trailing 8-3 in
the early minutes of the jams to
Three very tough basketball
tie things up at 13-13 at the end
games in the next seven days is
of the half. The Tiger floor play
the nice treat in store for the
was fairly ragged during the first
rejoicing Bengal hoopsters who
half, although the Francismen im:
are
still "hooping it up" after
prqved a hit as the game pro
winning their first Northern Cal.
gressed.
conference game last Wednesday
With the second period nearly
evening.
half gone, the Tigers were en
Tomorrow night the Francis
joying a comfortable 22-15 lead
men travel to San Francisco to
and things began to look pretty
meet the U. S. F. Dons at the
bright for the local lads.
Kezar pavilion. The Dons are
CLOSE SHAVE
of somewhat unknown quality. In
But then came the storm. Led
their only games of the season
by their sharp Ihooting forward,
they lost to a strong Stanford
Kotta, the Spartajps turned on the
quintet and won out over South
heat and soon creeped up to with
ern Oregon Normal and the Utah
in 4 points of the Bengals who
Aggies.
were ahead 25-21. "Pat" Dunlap
MEET GAELS
sank a one-handed beauty, Kotta
Then next Tuesday the lads
But before babbling too much
then bucketed a long one, fol
play
host to the Galloping Gaels
about this Notre Dame affair, let's
lowed by another even longer
from Moragaland on the Pacific
skip back a few years to 1939
shot by Thomas of the San Josecourt. St. Marys is claimed to
and take a gander at what's in
ans, and with 2% minutes to go
have one of the strongest quin
store for the Tiger gridmen this
the Tigers held a 27-25 margin.
tets in many years. They have
coming season. In meeting Cali
The Spartans switched from a
only ten players on their squad,
fornia, Loyola', San Jose, Fresno,
zone defense to a man-to-man,
but all are of equal ability and
the U. of Arizona, the San Diego
began fighting hard for the ball
so far this season have mopped
Marines, the U. of Hawaii and
and the wild melee was on. Dur
up on their opponents.
possibly another team of equally
ing a mad scrap for the ball, Bud
Along about this time comesgreat power, Stagg's gridders are
Doyle fouled one of the Spartans
good old Friday the thirteenth,
facing the toughest schedule in
.. •• I •' '
lanky Negro aces, "Bull" Lewis,
the history of the school.
Snapped at the beginning of that hectic second half and who should we be playing
COACH
ELMER
LAYDEN, who sank the free throw—Pacific
By the way, you can thank young Notre Dame grid mentor, leading 27-26. But all was not yet is the above picture showing Walt Kelley and Paul Rip- on that date? No one but our
good old friends, the San Jose
Captain McLott of the San Diego wlU be facing the Dean of peaceful and serene.
pon, Bengal forwards, searching high and. low for that Spartans
again in a return con
Marines,
the
Devildog's
grid
American football coaches when
With only a minute to play an elusive casaba, along with several Spartan cagers.
test, this time on the Spartan
mentor who put in a good word he tangles with Coach Stagg and
other Pacificite fouled and S. J.
court. If the Tigers aren't too
for the Tigers when he was In
his College of Pacific gridders had a chance to tie things up.
much of a superstitious outfit,
Hawaii several weeks ago.. It was
In South Bend in 1941.
But no soap. The lad missed and
they should again topple the San
through hln» that Pacific was
the ball game ended with every
Joseans.
able to schedule a game with the
body on the floor but the referees
TAKES 'EM IN STRIDE
U. of Hawaii this season. Thanks
fighting for the ball.
But Coach Francis seems to be
a lot, fella.
HIGGINS SURPRISES
taking the games in stride as
Higgins was the surprise player
they come. The hoopsters are
season is still here, so we had
of the evening tieing with Kotta
still undefeated and hope to re
better forget football for a while.
if
Continued From Page I for high point honors with nine
main that way as long as possible.
Tomorrow night the Francismen
digits. "Pat" Dunlap showed im
The Tigers are in fair condi
tangle with the Dons of U. S. F. promises to be one of the tough proved play under the basket and
tion, although they are still re
They are a team of unknown est in the history of the gridiron contributed 8 points for the
covering from slight colds, but
caliber, having played only three game at Pacific.
Orange and Black hoopmen.
should be set for the Dons to
games so far this year. They
As yet, no game has been slated
The mythical All Far Western Conference football morrow night. Ed Koehler has re
Pacific FG FT F| S. Jose FG FT F
were beaten early in the season
for Sept. 23, although there have Higgins f 8
team for 1938, selected by the five sports editors of the covered from a floor burn on his
11 Kotta f
by Stanford, came back later to
McWil's c 0
Smersfelt 2
college newspapers, includes four Pacific Tigers, Clem hand received in the San Jose
Benb'he c 4
take Southern Oregon Normal been rumors of an intersectional Avery c 0
Dahl
g
0
Lewis g 2
Swagerty, end, Hugh McWilliams, center, and Bobby game and should be ready for
into camp, and then lost to Idaho. battle to be played in Sacramento Koe'ler g 0
Thomas sr 2
Doyle g 2
Kientz and Bob Adamina, • backs on their first string plenty of action.
From here it looks like a close early next season.
And'son f 4
Rip'on f 4
Tornell g 0
eleven. Two more Tigers, Vaughn^
—
game. With a few good breaks
On Sept. 30 the Tigers tangle Kelley g 0
Hod'son c 0
and Tulloch were selected on the
until '41 will I think of the
and if Pacific's cagers play heads- with "Stub" Allison's gridders in Dunlap c 6
Allan f
0
g 0
second team, while seven other
Notre Dame game.
up ball, they should come through an attempt at revenge for the Hof'an
Bro'ell f 0
Bengals were given honorable
with flying colors.
Coach Jackson: It will be a
39-0 defeat suffered by the Tigers
Totals 20 7 11 Totals 23 3 11 mention.
nice trip, but I am afraid the
last season. Following the Bear
Pacific, conference champions,
competition will be too tough.
contest will be the Loyola game
AND THEY SHOULD TAKE
and Fresno State, runner-ups,
in Los Angeles, Oct. 6.
dominated the selections, placing
ALL THE COACHES ON THAT
On Oct. 14 a tentative contest
TRIP.
four men apiece on the first team.
has been slated with the Cal
Coach Kjeldson: It's swell. This
Nevada, Cal Aggies and Chico each
Ramblers, while on Oct. 20 Pa
will really mean something for
placed one man.
Golf enthusiasts met yesterday cific will renew its rivalry with
the players to work for. It will
VAUGHN JUST MISSED
afternoon to discuss plans for fu the San Jose Spartans in Baxter
give them an opportunity to make
Stan Vaughn, Pacific's outstand
ture engagements with other Stadium. Nov. 4 will see the
ing Soph tackle, barely missed a
schools this spring. The team will Staggites traveling to the Raisin
Approached on the subject of a fine trip and meet a great
ball club.
first team berth, being edged out
be a Stockton Junior College team City to be entertained by the
the Pacilic-Notre Dame game to
President Knoles: After seeing
by Alexander of Fresno and Brad
playing other Junior Colleges and Bulldog eleven.
ley of Nevada, both seniors. An be played in. 1941, Pacific's cach U. S. C. beat Duke, and realizing
perhaps the freshman teams of
The Tigers will open their de
larger, four-year schools.
other close race was fought at the ing staff and faculty alike were the caliber of ball those great
fense of their F. W. C. title the
Promising to be the strongest
Twenty-slx members of
the pivot spot with McWilliams nos found to be bubbling over with teams play, I sort of hesitate to
following week against the Cal
team in the past several years,
championship football team re- ing out Bronzan of Fresno by a excitement. Following are some think at the moment of a PacificAggies here in what will probably
Notre Dame game. But I am
the probable members Richard
ceived their awards in the semi single vote.
of their reactions:
be an Armistice Day contest.
still in the Stagg line.
Dick, Jerry Gundert, Lewis Morse,
The seven Tigei-s receiving hon
annual presentation of sweaters
Ralph Francis: I think it's
and Bud Haight hope to put golf ARIZONA BOUND
and gold footballs in the regular orable mention were Wilkinson, a great break, not only for the
After the Cal Aggie clash the college assembly yesterday, Asst. end; Floyd Swagerty and Grubbs, players who will make the trip,
on the sporting map by making a
brilliant showing.
Bengals hop the train for an Coach Ralph Francis presenting tackles; Becker, guard; Koehler, but also for the school. I don't
There is still room for two more engagement with the U. of Ari the awards.
center; and Siegfried and Lloyd, believe Notre Dame will' be any
players, and anyone desiring to zona at Tuscon on Nov. 18, then
Players on the Stockton Junior backs.
tougher than some of the teams
try out should make their in traveling back home to meet the College eleven also received their HEEB UNANIMOUS
Pacific has played. In this game
tentions to try out known to any Chico State Wildcats five days sweaters, their coach, Earl Jack
Captain "Toby Heeb of the Bull we will be facing the best com
present member of the team, or later.
son doing the honors in handing dogs was the only unanimous petition in the United States as
Thanksgiving Day will see the out the prized articles.
to Mr. Breeden.
choice. Kientz and Swagerty, Rob they are one of the top ranking
Tigers entertaining the U. of
inson of Chico, and Peterson and teams of the country. This game
SWAG AND GRUBBS
Charles Turek paid his tuition Nevada here.
Radka^of Fresno were all selected will probably be a stepping stone
The WILL to win is half
Clem Swagerty was selected as but by one school in each instance. for more games of this kind.
On Dec. 7 a tentative game has
at Washington University with
the victory.
been scheduled with the San the outstanding lineman of the
four bags of silver dollars.
Coach Stagg's Tigers, along with
Doc Breeden: One schedule at
Ask your football team and
Diego Marines, and following Bengal squad and was also chosen the Fresnans, had the two best a time, please. When ' w'e 'finish
your basketball team.
that game the boys will be off as honorary captain of the Orange lines in the conference, with the the '39 schedule I'll start thinking
The WILL to serve is also
for unknown shores to keep an and Black gridders by the Tiger
important; it is our will to
other three teams having only fair of the schedule for '40, but not
engagement with the hula hula coaching staff.
serve
the patrons of the Col
ones, but there seems to be no out
lege Book Store in the most
girls and a football team from
Irvin
G r u b b s,
outstanding standing lineman in the whole
Williams and Swagerty would rate
efficient manner possible.
the U. of Hawaii.
tackle, was presented with the mess. Probably Alexander, Mc- as the three most reliable.
All in all it looks as if Coach Friedberger's trophy which was
We supply for your use the
complete Accumulative Book
Stagg & Co. will be kept pretty won through his fine, hard fight
BALANCED BACKFIELD
Index.
Sub Station 6 of the
busy next fall.
In' the backfield, Heeb with his
ing attitude and great sports
Our Entire Stock
Post Office, also a branch of
And % don't forget that little en manship displayed in all of the
good blocking and elusive running,
the Railway Express and
counter with Notre Dame in '41. Tiger's contests.
Western Union Telegraph,
Kientz' with his great sprinting,
Photo Service, films left be
Say, Bob Burns—have you got
Peterson with his plunging and
The C. O. P. gridders who re
fore
10 a. m. are finished
a special train for us yet?
ceived their awards are:
Adamina with his great passing
ready for you at 5 p. m„
—o
—
same day.
Clem Swagerty, John Domench,
and kicking combine to make up a
Duke University will celebrate Bob Adamina, Hugh McWilliams,
Sec us for all College sup
The Stockton Jaysee thinclad well-balanced backfield that would
Are Now On Sale
the centennial of its founding next Stan Vaughn, Bob Wilkinson,
plies, Stationery, Fountain
hoopsters dished out a 25-12 shel be the ideal dream of any grid
April.
Pens
and College Jewelry.
• • •
The Four Main Sale
Irvin Grubbs, John Tulloch, A1 lacking to the Turlock High Bull mentor.
Soper,
Bill
Becker,
J o h n dogs In a preliminary skirmish to
Groups
McGowan and Bobby Kientz.
For better business positions
the Pacific-San Jose clash last
Tommy Olaeta, A1 Hedges, Joe Wednesday eve.
HUMPHREYS
Siegfried, Dale Halbert, Ed Koeh(Since 1896)
Coach Kjeldson substituted fre
Main and El Dorado, Ph. 1840
ler, Roy Cooper, Emrys Lloyd, quently and gave nearly every
Poplar and Yosemite, Ph. 8140
School of Business
Milt Greenblatt, Ralph Trembley, member of his squad a chance to
Fully Accredited—NAACS
Everything to be found in a
"On the Campus
California at Weber Stockton Al Irwin, Jack Lyons, Dick Bent- show their wares. The Cubs look
First-Class Pharmacy
for You"
ley, Floyd Swagerty, John Pic- ed especially well after taking it
Higher Priced Reduced In
cardo and Jack Roscelli.
Proportion
on the nose from the Marin J.
All first year letter winners C. five last week and showed a
ICE
Shirts — Sweaters —
and graduating seniors received great deal of improvement in all
COAL
Block
P.
sweaters
and
gold
foot
Robes — Polo Shirts—
departments of play.
balls, while those who had made
WOOD
The
Tigeriets
were
out
in
front
Slacks, Etc., are all
their letters in past seasons and
FUEL OIL
all the way and were never once
on Sale
are not graduating this year only
DIESEL OIL
overtaken
by
Turlock.
They
en
Producers and Distribu received the gold footballs.
STOVE OIL
joyed a 15-6 lead at the half, a
tors of the finest in
CEMENT
21-10 lead at the third quarter
Dairy Products
INCORPORATED
and wound up way ahead of their
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
LIME
••STYLC STORE FOREMEN .
weaker opponents.
BRICK
Honagan was high point man
320 E. MAIN ST.
PLASTER
for the evening garnering six
Stockton, California
SAND
Buy Now and Save
digits. Rogers and Henning tied
ROCK
Office:
with Staley of Turlock for second
ON PACIFIC AVE.
GRAVEL
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street
honors with four points each.

U. S. F. Dons, Gaels,
San Jose Are Foes

Irish Mentor

This Year's Sked

FOUR PACIFIC GRIDDERS
WIN POSITIONS ON
ALL-CONFERENCE SQUAD

Bengals Meet
Notre Dame

Basketball

Clem Swagerty, Hugh McWilliams, Bobby Kientz
And "Ajax" Adamina Win F. W. C. Honors

Golf Team Plans
Under Way

Everybody's
Happy About
Notre Dame

Gridders Get
Awards In
Assembly

Coaches, Faculty Give
Varied Comments

Twenty-Six Tigers
Given Honors

The COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE,
SAYS—

Yost Bros..
January Clearing

SALE

Cubs Win Easily
Over Weak
Turlock Quintet

SUITS and
OVERCOATS

17.65

29.65

Forty-Nine Drilg Co.

19.65

32.65

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

CLOWES' DAIRY

VOCT Bros

Farm
West's Lane

The College
Bookstore

BOB'S

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

Telephone 5100

Contest Probably To Be Played
Sacramento; Sciots Sponsor Tilt
Yep, Coach Stagg wasn't satisfied with just ' v
ing California, Loyola, University of Arizona an f1'
"
University of Hawaii, along with some six or seven
'
teams, and so to complete a grid schedule that at
to be the toughest in the history of the school t »>•
Stagg ups and schedules the University of Soutl V

kota for a game that will prob-O
f, i" J y
ably be played in the Sacramento
Junior College stadium.
tB
63bi>"
The game, if played in Sacra
mento, will be sponsored by the
cb
Sacramento Order of Sciots and
will be a night contest, announced
Coach Stagg. It will open the
of 11
Grand Old Man's fiftieth coaching
A busy time will be had
Jd
year.
Stockton J. C. quintet whe
COMPLETE SURPRISE
meet three strong opj .
Scheduling of this game came within the next five days.:,.f
as a complete surprise to the
Tonight the Kjeldsonmen
J
Bengal coaching staff, students,
b'
to
the
Bay
District
to
mlP''"
and faculty who had just re
in*
bo®
;
aO°
covered from the shock and great Menlo hoopsters. Tomorrow
leS
joy of the scheduling of the Notre the Cubs play host to the ripP looK
T
.
Ifft&T' rC
Dame game at South Bend in '41. Jayvees
in a game to be ....
ikC aA £
As Asst. Coach Ralph Francis
the local court, whili
P"'
emphatically, declared. "If. Mr.
s
Tuesday
night
the
Tigerle
•
I
*
Stagg doesn't stop this hectic slat
ing of grid games, I'm going after tertain a strong Sacrament '" /
0i • „
him personally and put a stop to see outfit here.
it. I can't stand much more of
The Cubs showed gres ' •
this. My nerves are all shot to
provement in the Turlock
pieces from so many surprises in
and should be able to ha: <• '
such a short time."
down
The U. of South Dakota eleven, plenty of trouble to their j
band*'
ing
cagers.
1
rour
coached by Harry Carnage of '24,
Three Jaysee games In r''
is situated in . Vermillion, South
Dakota and are known as the days. Yep, the boys are in":"'
busy time.
jL both f y*
"Coyotes."

Three Encounfe
For Cubs In
•;>
Five Days

FRANCIS WORRIED
Coach Francis had a worried
look on his face when informed
of the newly slated contest. A
few more precious hairs will
probably be lost by the esteemed
coach in an effort to get some
advance "dope" on the South Da
kota eleven in preparation for
the Tigers opening grid encount
er next season.
The Coyotes enjoyed a success
ful season in 1938, winning the
North Central Conference title
against such teams as South Da
kota State, North Dakota State,
and Mornjngslde, and Dakota
Weslayan.
According to an impeachable
source, tops for 50 yard line
tickets has been set at $1.65. This
early season game will have no
rivalry being the only major at-1

I 0+h

-4 cheese.

.greed
traction in football in N*' - Kt ,
California on September 2 3 : r l ! T 1 ' .
the low price of seats anw JOffD. Bui tl
the first major intersection;' "
test of '39, the Sacrament*ti5/ '/ ,.,iiU ,
stadium, which seats 23,000 •
' "!'
till 1
be filled to capacity.
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Pte you?

Simile

For a long time you've been reading
and hearing about clothes in the
Bravo and McKeegan manner. Here's
your chance to make their acquaint
ance and make a neat profit in the
bargain.
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